Electric following trolley

Electric following trolley

For inquiries or inquiries, contact the following dealer.

Western Region Group

Shiga Plant/Parts Service Center

〒530-8566 Tenmabashi 3-3-5 TEL in Kita-ku,
Osaka City: 06-6351-3280 FAX: 06-6351-8365

〒520-3203 TEL: 0748-75-7846 FAX: 0748-757305, 4 Hieda-cho, Hunan-shi, Shiga

Eastern Control Group

Kawaguchi Service Center

〒104-0031 1-1-1, Kyobashi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo
Yaesu Daibiru 7F
TEL:03-3278-0330 FAX:03-3278-0709

〒333-0834 Yasugi Ryonegi 3266 TEL:048-2841610 FAX:048-286-6302 in Kawaguchi City,
Saitama Prefecture

Chubu Group

〒472-0042 Hirata 75, Uchiyuki-cho, Chichi-shi,
Aichi Prefecture TEL:566-85-1300 FAX:566-851333

Http:/ www.kolec.co.jp/

KOLEC is the brand of Material Handling Equipment

of Nakanishi Metal Industry Co., Ltd.
Email: info@kolec.co.jp
Customer Service (toll-free) 120-547-773
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Simple electric following
trolley with minimal

Low price with simple function only in following
mode and radio control mode.
It is easy for anyone to operate, and the heavy load is easily
transported. Supports daily work.

Approximately
8 hours of
operation
(when loading 50kg)

Maximum
load capacity

Around

150kg
Maximum

8 hours

loading capacity

operation
(50kg loading)

150Kg

Climbing capacity

6°
Gradeability

6 Degree

Following mode
Easy transport of heavy loads
while following the rear of the
operator.
It can also be used as a hand
cart, so it is useful in various
scenes.

Radio control Mode
Remote control operation is also
possible.
Calling Forolley that is far away
during operations,
It depends on your idea
how to use it!
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※ The picture shows the aircraft under development. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

You can use it freely depending on
your idea. Follow your "carry".
Plant

Office

Restaurant

Factory

Office
Restaurant

In various places, such as factories, distribution
centers, offices, and bookstores, restaurants and
Hotel
hotels can be used.
You can use it freely depending on your idea
widely.

Storeroom

Hotel
.
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※ The picture shows the aircraft under development. Specifications are subject to change without notice
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Simple operation is
attractive! Anyone can use
it immediately.

It is safe automatically stopped with obstruction sensor.
A safety laser sensor installed at the front and rear of the vehicle body detects people and
obstacles.
By sensing obstacles, it decelerates at about 2. 1m and stops safely at about 90cm.

Friendly design

Following wp with
a distance of
approximately 1m

Can be used as a normal hand cart. No
complex operations are required. The
handle can be folded,
Can be stored
compactly.

Lithium-ion battery
Lithium-ion battery provides short charging
time and long operation time.

Around
8 hours operation
(50kg loading)

Easy battery installation
and removal
Battery is easily removable and if spare batteries
(optional) is prepared, the operation time can be
extended further.

Easy-to-operate
remote control
It has two functions: the transmitter of the
following mode and the remote control of
the radio control mode. Charge with the
USB cable.

Body weight

Outside Dimension

Operating Temperature
Maximum loading

Rear sensors of the
car body

Front sensor of the car body

Rear sensor of the car body

20Kg
Width 600mm
Depth 1000mm
Platform Dimension: Height 220mm
Width 600mm×Length900mm
0℃～ 40 ℃

150Kg
Following mode5.4Km/h
Maximum operating speed Remote control mode:
Forward 4Km/h Reverse2Km/h
Tracking sensor
Ultrasonic sensors
Minimum turning radius 910mm
Gradeability
6 degree (with loading 150Kg)
Obstacle sensor
Laser sensor
Battery
Lithium ion battery
Operating time
Around 8hours
Charging method
Dedicated charger AC100-240V

※ The picture shows the aircraft under development. Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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